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ABSTRACT
The wetting and evaporation dynamics of sessile droplets have gained considerable attention over the last few
years due to their relevance to many practical applications, ranging from a variety of industrial problems to several biological systems. Droplets made of binary mixtures typically undergo complex dynamics due to the differential volatility of the considered components and the ensuing presence of thermocapillary effects. For these
reasons, many research groups have focused on the evaporation of binary droplets using a variegated set of
experimental, numerical, and purely theoretical approaches. Apart from reviewing the state-of-the-art about
the existing experimental, analytical, and computational techniques used to study the evaporation dynamics of binary
sessile droplets, we also provide some indications about possible future research directions in this speciﬁc area.
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1 Introduction
The study of the wetting and evaporation dynamics of sessile droplets has seen a lot of advancement in
recent years due to its relevance in many practical applications ranging from industrial to biological systems
[1–5]. A recent review by Brutin et al. [6] also highlighted the importance of this topic, especially in energy
applications, with an increased number of droplet and evaporation publications in recent years. This subject
also has applications in several modern technologies, such as spray cooling, DNA analysis, and complex
ﬂuid printing. Therefore, it is important to take cognizance of the state-of-the-art knowledge and
understanding of this ﬁeld and its future prospects that have been reviewed in the present study.
The present work undertakes an extensive review of wetting and evaporation dynamics for binary ﬂuids.
It is structured into ﬁve sections, namely the experimental, the semi-empirical (theoretical), the numerical,
the inﬂuence of surface and ﬂuid properties, and the future scope. The ﬁrst three sections cover the
various methodologies used in studying sessile binary droplets, and the last two sections discuss the
effect of various parameters on the droplet dynamics and future scope, respectively. A deep look into this
work shows the complexity involved in actually understanding the entire dynamics of sessile droplet
evaporation. There are several ways of looking at a droplet evaporation problem based on the application.
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However, due to the inherent complexity, the physics considered in such an application-oriented approach
remains limited and is difﬁcult to generalize from one application to another. Hence, while work on
understanding the evaporation of binary mixtures has gained momentum over the years owing to its
practical applications, the theoretical models are limited in scope with regards to explaining the complete
wetting and evaporation dynamics.
The evaporation of multi-component droplets is encountered in nature in many forms. In multicomponent (binary, ternary) liquids, the interaction between different components produces new effects
that are not observed in single-component (or pure) liquids. These effects have to be considered a part of
the evaporation system. In many practical applications, such as combustion, ink-jet printing, drug
delivery, assembly of autonomic ﬂuidic machines, and nanostructure fabrication, binary mixtures are used
(see [7,8]). Speciﬁcally, several researchers are considering novel fuel mixtures as alternative fuels,
particularly for space applications. Extensive reviews have already been done on pure ﬂuids [6,9]
covering many aspects of the evaporation dynamics of the droplets. Several studies have used infrared
(IR) thermography technique to study the evaporation of methanol, ethanol, and FC-72 droplets at room
and elevated substrate temperatures [10–13]. Temperature pulsations were observed in those studies, and
the pulsations were identiﬁed as the hydrothermal waves (HTWs) [11–13] that evolve due to Marangoni
instabilities occurring as the droplet evaporates. Recently, Katre et al. [14] have observed pulsations in
the case of a water-ethanol binary droplet on an inclined surface using IR thermography. Diddens et al.
[15] have used ﬁnite element methodology to validate a quasi-stationary model for simulating the ﬂow
inside evaporating binary sessile and pendant droplets. A sharp interface Arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian
(ALE) is used to examine under what circumstances the ﬂow is dominated by the Marangoni effect and
when by natural convection. While different methodologies (analytical, experimental, and numerical)
have been successfully developed in predicting the evaporation of pure ﬂuids, multi-component droplets
add more complexity to the system by adding more parameters (e.g., mixture concentration) which might
need new experimental and numerical simulation, image processing and analytical techniques in
completely understanding the evaporation pattern. A summary of the literature on the evaporation of
binary sessile droplets is given in Tab. 1.
The motivation of the current work is to review the progress in binary component mixtures and present
the challenges and future opportunities. A graphical representation of sessile droplet evaporation, which is
similar to the one presented by [6], provides the keywords related to this ﬁeld. The keywords are grouped
into branches and sub-branches, and the authors have addressed all of them over a range of sections. A
similar map is presented in Fig. 1 to give an idea of the scope of this review and a better picture of the
cross-links that exist. The keywords within the circle represent the various external parameters. These
parameters change the droplet dynamics that are represented in the outer boxes. The parameters in italics
imply that very little or no work has been carried out relating to them and may lead to scope for future
work. The tick marks beside the parameters indicate that they are considered in this study and the circle
beside them indicates that they are beyond the scope of this study, and therefore are not discussed.
2 Experimental Techniques
The experimental techniques used in the study of sessile droplets are primarily optical, using a chargecoupled device (CCD)/complementary metal-oxide semiconductor (CMOS) camera to evaluate parameters
such as droplet height, wetting radius, and contact angle. The setup typically includes a syringe (with/without
a motor control), a suitable substrate on which the droplet is placed, and a CCD/CMOS camera that captures
the evaporation of the droplet. The droplet is often illuminated by a light at the back to observe the contour
very clearly. Many other techniques, such as infrared (IR) thermography, particle image velocimetry (PIV),
and acoustic methods, have been used to study various thermal patterns and ﬂow ﬁeld visualizations, which
are discussed in this section.
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Table 1: Summary of the earlier studies on the wetting and evaporation dynamics of binary sessile droplets.
Abbreviations, PIV: Particle image velocimetry; IR: Infrared; OCT: Optical coherence tomography; FEM:
Finite element method; FVM: Finite volume method; LBM: Lattice Boltzmann method
Reference

Method

Binary mixture

Katre et al. [14]
Seﬁane et al. [16]
Cheng et al. [17]
Seﬁane et al. [18]
Wang et al. [19]
Shi et al. [20]
Innocenzi et al. [21]
Christy et al. [22]
Bennacer et al. [23]
Mamalis et al. [24]
Chen et al. [25]
Edwards et al. [26]
Gurrala et al. [27]
Ozturk et al. [28]
Diddens et al. [29]

Experimental (Optical & IR)
Experimental (Optical)
Experimental (Optical)
Experimental (Optical)
Experimental (Optical)
Experimental (Optical)
Experimental (Interferometry & IR)
Experimental (PIV)
Experimental (PIV)
Experimental (IR)
Experimental (IR & Acoustic)
Experimental (OCT)
Experimental & Theoretical (Optical)
Experimental & Theoretical (Optical)
Experimental & Numerical (micro-PIV &
FEM)
Experimental & Numerical (Optical & FVM)

Water-Ethanol
Water-Ethanol
Water-Ethanol
Water-Methanol
Water-Ethanol
Water-Ethanol
Water-Ethanol
Water-Ethanol
Water-Ethanol
Water-Butanol
Water-Ethanol, Water-1-Butanol
Water-Ethanol, Water-n-Butanol
Water-Ethanol
Water-Ethanol
Water-Ethanol, Water-Ethanol-anise
oil
Water-1,2-butanediol

Experimental & Numerical (PIV & FEM)
Experimental & Numerical (micro-PIV &
FEM)
Numerical (FEM)
Numerical (FVM)
Numerical (FEM)

Water-1,2-hexanediol
Water-Glycerol, Water-1,2propanediol
Water-Glycerol
Water-Glycerol, Water-Ethanol
Water-Glycerol, Water-Ethanol

Karpitschka et al.
[30]
Li et al. [31]
Li et al. [32]
Diddens et al. [15]
Diddens et al. [7]
Diddens et al. [33]

Seﬁane et al. ﬁrst studied the evaporation of a binary water-ethanol droplet on a rough
polytetraﬂuoroethylene substrate in a controlled pressure environment [16]. The effect of the droplet
composition and proﬁle on the evaporation rate was investigated experimentally using an optical
technique. The droplet height, radius, volume, and dynamic contact angle are measured as a function of
time. The optical technique allows the measurement of the dynamic contact angle, the drop volume, and
the base width as a function of time. In the case of pure substances like water or ethanol, the evaporation
rate and the drop proﬁle are observed to have a monotonous evolution over time. However, in the case of
binary water-ethanol mixtures, three stages with different wetting behaviors are identiﬁed. The
evaporation rate calculation shows that the more volatile component evaporates completely in the ﬁrst
stage, while the less volatile component evaporates dominantly in the last stage. Later studies [17–20]
used similar methods (as shown in Fig. 2) to investigate the evaporation of the droplet and presented the
respective ﬁndings.
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Figure 1: A map showing different aspects considered in the literature on droplet evaporation. Here, CCA
and CCR denote the constant contact angle and constant contact radius, respectively, and HTW refers to
hydrothermal waves

Figure 2: An experimental setup used to study evaporation of sessile droplets [16]
The hydrothermal waves (HTWs) are traveling waves that are induced by thermal effects in the liquid.
The thermal instability in sessile droplets can be experimentally observed using two techniques, viz. infrared
thermography and laser refracted shadowgraphy [34]. Riley et al. [35] ﬁrst observed the presence of HTWs in
a layer of silicone oil experimentally. Seﬁane et al. [36] observed self-excited HTWs in the case of sessile
droplet evaporating on a heated substrate. They deﬁned HTWs as the spontaneous development of
surface tension gradient driven thermal-convective instabilities along the free surface of droplets during
the evaporation process. Later, Karapetsas et al. [37] have observed a different kind of temperature
perturbations that are three-dimensional in a spiral-like shape and are oscillatory traveling wave trains
organized radially with a uniform azimuthal angle. Sobac and Brutin have discussed the dynamics of
HTWs in [38].
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The process of binary droplet evaporation is complex because the components exhibit different volatilities
in the mixture, leading to Marangoni convection and HTWs [18]. Few researchers have implemented
interferometry [21] and IR thermography [38,12,39] to study the thermal convections/patterns in binary
sessile droplets (water-ethanol) at different temperatures. Sáenz et al. [39] considered the evaporation of
water droplets into nitrogen gas, and the thermal patterns were observed. With a similar experimental setup,
Mamalis et al. [24] studied thermal patterns on the surface of a sessile binary (water + 1 – butanol) droplet
evaporating on an inclined substrate at a temperature of 60°C and inclination of 5 . Droplets of
volume 3 μl to 5 μl having 5% by volume of 1-butanol in water are placed on a borosilicate-glass
substrate. A layer of silicone oil covers the substrate allowing the binary droplet to slide on the oil
layer. In some cases, the droplet moved upwards (against the slope) due to dominant thermocapillary
forces opposing the gravitational force. This is due to the non-monotonic dependency of the surface
tension of butanol on temperature; it was also observed that the droplet spreading rate increases as
the body forces and thermocapillary forces interact more. A schematic of the setup used by Brutin is
shown in Fig. 3.

Figure 3: Schematic of the experimental setup using infrared camera. This setup is similar to that of Brutin
et al. [10]
Christy et al. [22] have tried to explain the three different phases of water-ethanol evaporation in terms of
the ﬂow ﬁeld. Particle image velocimetry (PIV) technique is used to observe the ﬂow ﬁelds in the binary
droplet 10 μm above the base of the drop. It was observed that the ﬁrst stage has multiple dominant
vortices. In the second stage, a distinguished spike in outward ﬂow was observed, which was not
previously identiﬁed. The outward ﬂow was dominant in the third stage, which is similar to that found in
pure water. They have concluded that the ﬁrst phase is a chaotic regime occurring as a result of
concentration difference due to the ethanol evaporation. The transition stage is explained by depletion of
ethanol near the apex of the drop, causing instability in surface tension. In the third stage, the ﬂow is
radially outward and is directed towards the contact line to match the evaporative ﬂux. This stage is
commonly observed in the evaporation of pure water. Bennacer et al. [23] have conducted similar
experiments on water-ethanol binary droplets using the PIV method, and the same observations were
reported. It was also discovered that the vortices are caused by shear stress (induced by surface tension)
emerging at the interface, and the ﬂow dynamics and transition is determined by the viscous dissipation.
They have compared the experimental data with the results of the analytical expression for vorticity
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decay that is based on viscous dissipation, and the agreement is good. It was also observed that for samesized drops, irrespective of the initial concentration, the ﬂow transition follows the same exact trend,
which was not previously studied by Christy et al. [22]. A schematic of the PIV setup is shown in Fig. 4,
where the base of the drop is under observation. A mirror setup is used to direct the laser and the camera
to the base of the drop.

Figure 4: Schematic of a particle image velocimetry setup with an infrared camera mounted on the top. This
ﬁgure is similar to the one presented by Bennacer et al. [23]
The optical and infrared methods give macroscopic information about the phenomenon at the liquid-gas
interface (drop surface). In contrast, acoustics-based methods also enable tracking of exchange mechanisms
at the local interface, i.e., the liquid-solid interface at the bottom of the drop. Chen et al. [25], for the ﬁrst
time, have used an IR and acoustic method to track the alcohol concentration in a binary sessile droplet at
the surface and the interface. The evaporation of four binary droplet solutions (water +5% 1-butanol by
weight and water +5%, 25%, and 50% by weight ethanol solutions) along with three pure liquids (water,
ethanol, and 1-butanol) and were investigated on a hydrophobic silicon substrate. An acoustic highfrequency (ultrasound) echography technique was used, which gives high contrast in mechanical
impedances between some alcohols like ethanol and 1-butanol. This difference in mechanical impedance
enables to track the alcohol concentration at the liquid-substrate interface. The optical and IR
measurements were taken ﬁrst, and separate equipment is used for measuring the acoustic reﬂection
coefﬁcient. The experimental conditions remained the same in both devices. For optical and IR
measurements, the substrates were placed in a vapor chamber, which can control the relative humidity
and ambient temperature. Acoustic measurements were made under a controlled atmosphere under an airconditioning system. An S/G (Signal/Ground) probe is placed on a piezoelectric transducer (50 μm in
diameter) for electrical measurements. A probe system Cascade PM8 is used to control the S/G probe at a
micro-scale, as shown in Fig. 5 (schematic reproduced). This probe is used to make electrical contact at
the bottom side of the wafer over which the piezoelectric transducer was placed. The probes are
connected to a Vector Network Analyzer (Rhode & Schwarz ZVA8), which captures the acoustic signals.
A microﬂuidic device is used to deposit the droplet on the top side of the substrate. To check the
alignment of the transducer and probe, a backside view camera is used. To check the correct position of
the drop above the transducer surface, a top view camera is used. The side-view camera is used to
measure the contact angle. This method, however, gives the concentration of the alcohol at the interface
as some alcohol is still present in the bulk of the binary droplet.
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Figure 5: Schematic of an experimental setup similar to the one used by Chen et al. [25]
Edwards et al. [26] used a high-speed Fourier domain (FD) optical coherence tomography (OCT) to
measure the ﬂow proﬁles in an evaporating binary droplet. The OCT is a Michelson interferometer that
allows non-contact 3D imaging of subsurface microstructures. FD-OCT enables the rapid acquisition of
thin cross-sections with a more substantial 3D ﬁeld of view than microscopy as it captures the depth
proﬁle in one measurement. This study explored the inﬂuence of gravity in the convective ﬂow
(characterized as Stage II ﬂow, which is also mentioned in Christy et al. [22]). Gas chromatography (GC)
was used to measure the ethanol concentration during evaporation. Eleven identical ethanol-water sessile
droplets were placed in an enclosure with one droplet under continuous OCT monitoring. The other
droplets were assumed to be evaporating similarly and are removed at regular intervals, transferred into
vials, and sealed for GC analysis.
Recently, Ozturk et al. [28] have used the refractive index to track the change in ethanol concentration in
the bulk binary (water-ethanol) droplet. This is the ﬁrst attempt to date, to the best of our knowledge, to
identify the bulk concentration in a binary droplet. The process consists of the following steps. The
refractive index of the binary drop is known to vary as the droplet composition varies with time.
Therefore, ﬁrst, the refractive index of the binary mixture at certain known concentrations of alcohol (in
this case, ethanol) is obtained. A series of experiments are then conducted to ﬁnd the concentration of
ethanol from the evaporating drop at a certain time. This is done as follows:
1. The droplet is allowed to evaporate for a known time and sucked into the syringe from the closed cell
through a rubber septum, and the refractive index is determined rapidly by the refractometer.
2. A fresh drop of the same composition and volume is again placed and allowed to evaporate for a
longer time, and the process is repeated to ﬁnd the concentration of ethanol at various times
throughout the evaporation.
For a 25% ethanol droplet by weight, the total evaporation process took about 80 min, but refractive
index measurement could be made up to 48 min due to insufﬁcient volume of the drop. For a 50%
ethanol by weight, drop measurements were made up to 24 min. The measured refractive index at
different times of binary drop is compared with the known values of refractive index (measured at the
beginning) to obtain the bulk concentration of ethanol in the binary droplet. This experimentally obtained
concentration of ethanol is used in their theoretical modeling, which is discussed in Section 3.5.
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3 Theoretical/Empirical Models
To understand the physics of the evaporation dynamics, several researchers have worked and developed
theoretical models related to droplet wetting, dimensions of the deposit pattern, and evaporation rate. In
general, to understand the dynamics very clearly, the numerical models (which have their limitations
discussed in Section 4) prove more effective. However, the theoretical models are extremely useful in
engineering applications given their simplicity compared to numerical models. The earlier theoretical
models (for example [40–42]) have analytically solved the Fick’s law equation and Laplace equation.
Deegan et al. [42] have used the electrostatic analogy to solve these equations and proposed a theory that
predicts the ﬂow velocity, the rate of colloids deposit, and the distribution of these colloids in the drop.
Hu et al. [40] have used diffusion analogy and FEM to propose a simple empirical expression for the
droplet evaporation rate that depends on the contact angle of the drop. Popov [41] has used the
electrostatic analogy to develop a model that accounts for ﬁnite spatial dimensions of the deposit pattern
in an evaporating droplet with a colloidal solution. Seﬁane et al. [18] have used Deegan et al. [42]
expression for mass loss (ignoring suspended particles) to theoretically predict the droplet spreading rate
(for pure and binary ﬂuids) expressed as the local speed of triple line recession. In all these models
[40–42], the droplet evaporation rate considers only the diffusion mechanism. These empirical models
developed are used to date in many studies for theoretical estimations. Therefore, all the studies later
developed their correlations based on these models and thus are mostly empirical in nature [43]. Carle
et al. [44] provided experimental evidence for convection-driven ﬂuxes, which become signiﬁcant as the
substrate temperature rises above the ambient conditions. They also proposed an empirical relation that is
later extended to all ﬂuids [45] and combines the diffusion and convection mechanism to calculate the
evaporation rate. This model, however, does not model the time evolution behavior and the correlation
provides mean evaporation over the entire droplet lifetime. Further, the convection due to concentration
gradients is not accounted for in this model. It was only recently that Kelly-Zion et al. [46] had developed
an empirical model that considers both the diffusive and the concentration driven natural convective mass
ﬂuxes. The correlations were developed for a wide range of hydrocarbons but for unheated substrates.
In this section, our aim is to discuss the recent developments in the analytical methods used to model
the evaporation of sessile binary droplets and present the challenges further. As several models are
already devoted to the evaporation of single component (pure) droplets at room temperature (ambient
condition maintained at 20°C–25°C) [43], the recent analytical models considering a higher substrate
temperature and binary component droplets are discussed. As mentioned earlier, these models are
based on the correlations developed in the previous studies on pure droplets. Section 3.1 to Section
3.4 discuss the modeling of a water-ethanol binary droplet on heated substrate developed by Gurrala et al.
[27], and Section 3.5 discusses a simple diffusion-driven model for binary droplet implemented by
Ozturk et al. [28].
3.1 Diffusion Model
Assuming the shape of the droplet during the evaporation process is of a spherical cap, the experimental
droplet volume is calculated as
V ðt Þ ¼

pR3 ð1  coshÞ2 ð2 þ coshÞ
sin3 h
3

(1)

where R is the wetting radius of the droplet and h is the droplet contact angle with the substrate (see Fig. 6).
Throughout the evaporation process, the droplet is considered to be isothermal and at the same
temperature as the substrate, i.e., Ti = Ts (see Fig. 6). In addition, the concentration of vapor at the liquidvapor interface is assumed to be in saturated condition (say csat ðTs Þ), such that Hcsat ðTs Þ denotes the
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vapor concentration in the region far away from the droplet. Here, H is the relative humidity of the air; thus,
H ¼ 0 for pure ethanol.

Figure 6: The schematic diagram for theoretical modeling. A droplet placed on a heated substrate
maintained at temperature, Ts . Rðt Þ and H are the wetting radius and height of the droplet; h is the
contact angle; Ti and T1 are the liquid-vapor interface temperature and ambient air temperature far away
from the droplet, respectively
The evaporation rate for a pure droplet modeled by considering only diffusion is given by Hu
et al. [40]
 
dm
¼ pRDM ½csat ðTs Þ  c1 ðT1 Þf ðhÞ
(2)
dt d
 
dm
where
, M and D are the diffusion based mass evaporation rate, the molecular weight of the liquid
dt d
and the vapor diffusion coefﬁcient at ðTs þ T1 Þ=2, respectively. In Eq. (2), f ðhÞ ¼ 1:3 þ 0:27h2 for
h  90 [40].
3.2 Model for Free Convection
The steady-state diffusion model, although satisfactory in predicting the evaporation of the water
droplet, under-predicts the evaporation rate of the pure ethanol droplet at Ts ¼ 60 C (see Fig. 7). This is
in compliance with the ﬁndings of Sobac et al. [38]. The evaporation of a sessile droplet on a heated
substrate additionally depends on both the natural convection and the Stefan ﬂow. The boiling
temperature of the more volatile ethanol is 78°C. Kelly-Zion et al. [46] developed a correlation that
incorporates that effect of the diffusion and natural convection considering many pure hydrocarbons in
the case of unheated substrates. Thus, a modiﬁed version of this correlation that accounts for the heated
substrate is used to calculate the droplet volume V ðt Þ of a pure ethanol droplet, as follows.

Figure 7: Comparison of the experimental and theoretically obtained normalised volume versus normalised
time at substrate temperature Ts ¼ 60 C for pure ethanol calculated using diffusion (Df ), diffusion +
convection (Df þ Cv ), and diffusion + convection + transport (Df þ Cv þ Tm ) models [27]
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The evaporation mass transport rate due to the free convection can be expressed as



dm
¼ hm As qv;s  qv;1
dt c

(3)

where hm , qv;s and qv;1 are the convective mass transfer coefﬁcient, the density of the air-vapor mixture and
the density of air, respectively. The area of the liquid-vapor interface, As of the droplet is
As ¼

2pR2
1 þ cosh

(4)

Neglecting the Stefan ﬂow, the total mass transport rate is given by
  
 
 
dm
dm
dm
dm
þ
þ
(5)
¼
dt
dt
dt c
dt
  d 
  t
dm
dm
dm
where
,
and
are the mass transfer rates associated with diffusion, the free convective
dt d
dt c
dt t
and passive mass transport of the vapor due to air convection, respectively.


However, practically the diffusion and convection phenomena occur simultaneously, and the combined
mass transfer rate is calculated using the combined Sherwood number. The Sherwood numbers for the
convective mass transfer and diffusion are deﬁned as Shc  hm R=D and Shd  hd R=D, respectively. hd is
the diffusive mass transfer coefﬁcient, and D is the vapor diffusion coefﬁcient. Thus, the correlation for
the effective Sherwood number that incorporates the convection and diffusion is given by
Shcor ¼ Shd þ Shc

(6)

Here, Shd and Shc are the modiﬁed Sherwood numbers for the combined effect of diffusion and
convection, respectively. The relation between modiﬁed and actual Sherwood number is as mentioned in
Kelly-Zion et al. [46]. Thus, the resultant mass transfer rate due to the combined diffusion and convection
is given by
 
 
dm
dm
þ
¼ hdþc As Mðcsat ðTs Þ  c1 ðT1 ÞÞ
(7)
dt d
dt c
where hdþc is given by
hdþc ¼

Shcor D
R

(8)

Note: Eq. (8) can be used for the evaporation of both pure ethanol and pure water droplets at room
temperature. For a more detailed explanation of this section, the authors refer to Gurrala et al. [27].
3.3 Passive Transport due to Free Convection of Air
In the case of a sessile droplet on a heated substrate, the temperature gradient results in free air
convection. The associated transport mass ﬂux ðdm=dt Þt is given by
 
 
dm
s dm
¼ Yv
(9)
dt t
dt a
where Yvs is the mass fraction of (ethanol) vapor. The mass transfer rate due to the convection of air (here,
assumed as the ideal gas) in the region between the heated substrate and the droplet is given by Eq. (3) [46]
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dm
pas
a
2 Ma p1
¼ hm pR

dt a
Ru T1 Ts
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(10)

Here, Ru is the universal gas constant; ham denotes the mass transfer coefﬁcient for air; Ma is the molecular
weight of air; pa1 and pas are the partial pressures at the ambient and the plate surface, respectively. The
Sherwood number for air is given by Sha  ham R=Da, where Da is the diffusion coefﬁcient of air. ham is
obtained from the Sherwood number using the relations given in Lloyd et al. [47].
Considering the contributions from the diffusion, convection and passive transport, the mass
evaporation rate of ethanol from the substrate at elevated temperatures is given by
   
 
 
 
dm
dm
dm
dm
s dm
þ
þ
¼ hdþc As Mðcsat ðTs Þ  c1 ðT1 ÞÞ þ Yv
(11)
¼
dt
dt d
dt c
dt t
dt a
From this expression, V ðt Þ=V0 is calculated at various substrate temperatures, where V0 is the initial
volume of the droplet.
Fig. 7 shows the relative contributions of all the three evaporation mechanisms for a pure ethanol droplet
at Ts ¼ 60 C (implemented by Gurrala et al. [27]). It is evident that a good match with the experimental result
(relative error of 10%) when we include the mass transfer from all the three mechanisms discussed above.
3.4 Binary Droplets
For binary droplets, the volatility and the component mole-fractions in the evaporating vapor varies with
the concentration of liquid water and liquid ethanol and is governed by the vapor-liquid equilibrium (VLE) of
the binary mixtures. Figs. 8a and 8b present the typical VLE diagrams of the water-ethanol binary mixture at
Ts ¼ 25 C and Ts ¼ 60 C, respectively. It shows the saturated liquid line (bubble line) and the saturated
vapor line (dew line) separating the pure vapor, pure liquid, and two-phase region between them. The
saturated liquid line provides the vapor pressure of the evaporating binary mixture according to the
droplet composition and surface temperature for a speciﬁc initial mole-fraction. The tie line intercept with
the saturated vapor line gives the value of the molar composition of the newly evaporated vapor [48].
This data is used to calculate the instantaneous mass evaporation rate of each component in the same
process explained in Sections 3.1–3.3. The new composition of the binary liquid is then calculated for the
next step. This iterative process is used to calculate the molar composition of the droplet/instantaneous
droplet volume until the end of the evaporation at the subsequent instants.

Figure 8: The vapor-liquid pressure curves for the binary mixture at (a) 25 C and (b) 60 C [27]
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The mass of the droplet, mdroplet ðtÞ is given by
mdroplet ðt Þ ¼ mw ðt Þ þ me ðtÞ

(12)

where mw ðt Þ and me ðtÞ are mass of the water component and mass of the ethanol component in the binary
drop at ant time, t. The mass fraction of water ðYw ðt ÞÞ and mass fraction of ethanol Ye ðt Þ in the droplet are
given by
Yw ð t Þ ¼

mw ðt Þ
and Ye ðt Þ ¼ 1  Yw ðt Þ
mw ðtÞ þ me ðt Þ

(13)

, respectively.
The mole fractions of water, vw ðt Þ and of ethanol, ve ðt Þ can be calculated as
vw ð t Þ ¼

mw ðtÞ=Mw
and ve ðt Þ ¼ 1  vw ðt Þ
mw ðtÞ=Mw þ me ðtÞ=Me

(14)

Being a non-ideal solution, the ethanol-water mixture requires an estimation of the excess molar volume
of mixing Ve [49]. Then, the density of this non-ideal mixture, qm , can be calculated using the density of
water, qw and ethanol, qe as
qm ð t Þ ¼

vw ðtÞMw þ ve ðt ÞMe
v ðtÞMw ve ðt ÞMe
Ve þ w
þ
qw
qe

(15)

Using Eqs. (12) and (15), the volume of the droplet of the ethanol-water mixture at any instant is given as
V ðt Þ ¼

mdroplet ðt Þ
qm ðtÞ

(16)

Figs. 9a and 9b show the comparison between the experimentally obtained and theoretically calculated
binary droplet volume against normalized time for an ethanol 50% + water 50% droplet at substrate
temperatures of 25°C and 50°C, respectively. It is evident that the VLE based volume calculation for a
binary droplet shows very good agreement with the experimental data. The relative error is below 10% in
both cases. The error between the theoretical and experimental is primarily due to the several assumptions
stated and the semi-empirical method used. It is to be noted that the binary model developed above is
applied to water-ethanol due to the wide use of this combination in the literature and is yet to be tested
with different liquids.
3.5 Simple Diffusion Limited Evaporation Model for Binary Ethanol-Water Drops [28]
As mentioned earlier, Ozturk et al. [28] have reported a novel diffusion-limited model for binary drops
by experimental evaluation. The ethanol concentration is measured in the bulk of a binary droplet of volume
7 lL and varying ethanol concentration on a ﬂat hydrophobic Teﬂon-Fep substrate at 25°C and a constant
relative humidity of 54%. While the authors in Ozturk et al. [28] have developed this based on their
previous model [50], a very similar numerical model [7], however, was implemented previously for
modeling multi-component droplets, which was based on Popov’s model [41]. Note that both these
studies [28,7] used the same formula to calculate the mass or volume change. Here, we choose [28] for
our discussion.
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Figure 9: Comparison of the evolutions of the normalized volume a binary droplet of ethanol 50% + water
50% ðV =V0 Þ with normalized time ðt=te Þ obtained from the experiments and theoretical modeling at (a)
Ts ¼ 25 C and (b) 50 C, respectively (done by Gurrala et al. [27]). (c) Experimental versus theoretically
obtained volume V 2=3 versus time for a binary drop of ethanol 50% + water 50% at Ts ¼ 25 C and 54%
relative humidity. Reprinted (adapted) with permission from Ozturk et al. [28]
The volume of the binary droplet V is given by
!
 1=3
4
3
D
M
P
ð
1

RH
Þf
ð
h
Þ
12 12 12
t
p
V 2=3 ¼ ðV0 Þ2=3 
3 p
Ru Tq12 b1=3

(17)

where Ru is the gas constant, T is the temperature, Pvð12Þ is the total vapor pressure, which is obtained by the
summation of partial vapor pressures, D12 is the average diffusion constant of mixed vapor,
 qð12Þ and Mð12Þ
are the av erage bulk liquid density, and molecular weight of the binary ethanol-water drop. Pvð12Þ ð1  RH Þ
is the difference between the total vapor pressure of the ethanol-water mixture and the pressure of the water
vapor (humidity of the medium) in the background gas far away from the drop, and b and f ðhÞ are functions
of the constant contact angle, h. The evaluation of values of ethanol molar fraction is done in a similar manner
as in Gurrala et al. [27] (Eq. (14)) except that experimental values are used instead of the VLE diagram. Once
the molar fraction is obtained, partial vapor pressure and average molecular weight are calculated from the
available literature. The average diffusion coefﬁcient is calculated as [51]
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1  107 T 1:75 ð1=MA þ 1=MB Þ1=2
¼
P
P
2
P½ð va Þ1=3 þ ð va Þ1=3 

(18)

where A and B are the two components in the droplet. The comparison of theoretical and experimental
results in Fig. 9c shows a good agreement for an ethanol 50% + water 50% droplet at the substrate
temperature of 25°C.
The theoretical models presented above and also in all related studies, to the best of our knowledge are
mostly backed by experimental evidence. In the case of pure ﬂuids, the limitations exist with certain
assumptions, such as the contact angle and uniform surface temperature. For example, in calculating the
rate of evaporation (Eq. 2), the function f ðhÞ ¼ 1:3 þ 0:27h2 is valid only for h  90. Also, some
authors [52] have used f ðhÞ = 0:00008957 þ 0:6333h þ 0:116h2  0:08878h3 þ 0:01033h4 , which is
valid when 10  h < 180 and applicable only for droplets evaporating in a constant contact angle
(CCA) mode. In general, for any contact angle, the rate of mass transfer is given by Popov’s model [41]:
 
dm
(19)
¼ pRDM ½csat ðTs Þ  c1 ðT1 Þf ðhÞ;
dt
where,
f ðhÞ ¼

sinh
þ4
ð1 þ coshÞ

Z

1
0

ð1 þ cosh2hsÞ
tanh½ðp  hÞds;
sinh2ps

(20)

wherein s is the normalised time. Kadhim et al. [53] have implemented this model to study the stick-slip
behavior theoretically. The assumption of uniform temperature throughout the drop is also incorrect in the
case of superhydrophobic surfaces where evaporative cooling comes into the picture, and the diffusion
model over predicts the evaporation rate [54].
It was also evident that at room temperature, the diffusion-driven mechanism dominates, and therefore
the simple diffusion model predicts the mass transfer accurately for both pure and binary liquids (as observed
from Figs. 7 and 9c, respectively). As the substrate temperature increases, the pure diffusive model
underpredicts the evaporation rate; the error between the experimental evaporation rate and diffusion
model deviates according to a power law. An error of up to 70% was reported by Brutin [43] when the
difference between substrate and ambient temperature is 35°C. The convective ﬂow comes into play as
the substrate temperature deviates from ambient conditions and therefore has to be considered. In cases
where the droplet liquid vapor is heavier than that of air, passive mass transport becomes important. The
Stefan ﬂow gives a better prediction of evaporation rate at higher substrate temperatures (for example, in
the Spalding model compared by Brutin [43]) but still underpredicts the global evaporation rate when
combined with a pure diffusion model.
4 Numerical Simulations
From a physical perspective, an evaporating multi-component droplet in a host gas (example: Air or any
controlled medium) involves combined multiphase and multi-component ﬂow, including a phase transition,
and therefore can be modeled in several ways. A complete description of this process should necessarily draw
from various ﬁelds of ﬂuid mechanics, thermodynamics, as well as some concepts in the ﬁeld of chemistry.
The process of droplet evaporation is a complex phenomenon of diffusion, heat conduction, and
Marangoni convection, and the underlying physics which controls these phenomena has been the topic of
many recent reviews. For example, Hu et al. [40] have considered diffusion-driven evaporation and used
a ﬁnite-element method (FEM). An empirical expression for the evaporation rate is derived, a
mathematical model to study the internal ﬂow is also developed coupling the effects of Marangoni
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convection. Semenov et al. [55] considered a quasi-steady-state approach to simulate the evaporation
process; the changing spherical-cap proﬁle (as the droplet volume reduces) is used to convert the moving
boundary problem to a series of ﬁxed boundary problems. Karapetsas et al. [56] have studied the contactline dynamics of a drop on an inclined plate subjected to a thermal gradient. A two-dimensional ﬁnite
element method using lubrication theory is implemented to study the effect of gravity, capillarity, and
thermocapillarity. While the previous methods were constrained to a ﬁxed contact angle, a relation
between the contact line speed and the difference between dynamics and equilibrium contact angle was
established in this study, which was then used to model the contact line motion. In numerical simulations,
a free-moving surface is difﬁcult to track; therefore Yang et al. [57] used an Arbitrary LagrangianEulerian (ALE) method to develop a mathematical model. Contrary to the earlier studies using the levelset method [58] or the volume-of-ﬂuid method [59], the ALE method allows precise tracking of the
interfaces of a multi-material system. Another work by Karapetsas et al. [60] features the effect of
thermocapillary-driven motion on droplets of ordinary and self-rewetting ﬂuids [61,62]. The lubrication
theory was used to model a non-uniformly heated substrate, and an evolution equation was derived for an
interface that takes into account the capillarity and thermocapillarity. The Cox-Voinov relation was used
that relates the equilibrium contact angle and substrate wettability, which is dependent on the local
temperature. The effect of non-interacting particles and insoluble surfactants on the evaporation ﬂux was
also studied using a ﬁnite-element based lubrication model [63]. This model considers the reduction in
the effective area on the liquid-air interface due to the presence of particles, which may inhibit the
evaporation rate.
Recently, Chen et al. [64] have investigated a droplet evaporation process on a heated substrate under
microgravity conditions using a 2D axisymmetric numerical model in the ALE method. Wang et al. studied
the effect of Marangoni convection on the evaporation rate by simulating an ethanol droplet on a heated
substrate using the Volume of Fluid (VOF) and Continuum Surface Force (CSF) model [65]. It was
observed that the Marangoni convection has a signiﬁcant impact on the evaporation rate. Sáenz et al. [39]
performed a three-dimensional direct numerical simulation (DNS) using a novel fully coupled two-phase
diffuse-interface (DI) method. Both experimental and numerical work is carried out in this study. Fig. 10
shows the 3D view of streamlines colored by temperature. Fig. 10a shows that the ﬂow is driven
along the interface from the contact line to the apex and then recirculated back towards the contact line
through the drop core (see Fig. 10a). The dotted lines indicate the direction of the azimuthal velocity as a
result of the temperature gradient. In Fig. 10b, it can be observed that the streamlines along the interface
are bent towards the longest axis. It can be seen in Figs. 10c and 10d that the ﬂow into the second vortex
generated along the XZ plane (longest axis of the ellipse), and the origin of the ﬂow coincides with the
center of the vortex along the YZ plane (shortest axis of the ellipse), respectively. Later they have done
experimental and numerical work to develop a universal scaling law for evaporation rate [66]. The
numerical work is, however, limited to pure drops. Only the gas phase was considered for modeling the
evaporation kinetics for pure drops on the non-heated substrate. Fig. 11a shows the two-dimensional
schematic domain; the actual simulation is, however, three dimensional. Here, c is the vapor mass
concentration, ci is the vapor concentration at the liquid-gas interface, and c1 is the vapor concentration
at ambient conditions. The drop height being lower than the capillary length, gravity effects were
neglected, and the shape of the drop interface becomes a result of surface energy minimization.
Therefore, Surface Evolver is used to calculate the area of the drop, which is used in calculating the
evaporation ﬂux. Fig. 11b shows the comparison between experimental and calculated side proﬁle of drop
using Surface Evolver for a triangular-shaped drop. Both the shapes are in good agreement. A
commercially available software, Comsol Multiphysics, is used to do the simulations using FEM. To
summarize, there are several techniques for numerical simulations in ﬂow dynamics viz. the ﬁnite
element methods, the ﬁnite difference (FD) with immersed boundary methods (IBM), phase-ﬁeld
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methods, the level-set methods, the lattice Boltzmann (LB) methods, and the molecular dynamics (MD)
simulations. For a complete overview and detailed technical aspects of these models on the single
component droplet (pure ﬂuid), we refer to Zang et al. [9].

Figure 10: The streamlines and the temperature ﬁeld in a water droplet in nitrogen gas. (a) 3D view, (b,c,d)
top, front, and side views, respectively. Reproduced with permission from Sáenz et al. [39]

Figure 11: (a) Two-dimensional representation of the domain. (b) Comparison of the drop shape obtained
experimentally and the geometry calculated with Surface Evolver (in dotted line). (c) Problem investigating
the effect of the pedestal height. Reproduced with permission from Sáenz et al. [66]
In the case of multi-component droplets, solutal Marangoni ﬂow exists, which is stronger than the
thermal Marangoni effect. The difference in the volatilities of the individual constituents leads to
preferential evaporation of one or the other component, and thereby compositional gradients are induced.
Since the surface tension varies with composition, a surface tension gradient across the liquid-gas
interface can build up and result in a similar Marangoni circulation as in the thermally-driven case. The
nature of the resulting ﬂow can be quite different, mostly depending on whether the evaporation process
leads to an overall decrease or increase in the surface tension, i.e., whether the more volatile component
has a higher or lower surface tension than the less volatile component. In a binary droplet consisting, e.g.,
of water and glycerol, with water being more volatile and having the higher surface tension, the overall
surface tension decreases during the preferential evaporation of water, and the resulting Marangoni ﬂow
is usually regular, axisymmetric, and directed towards the position of the lowest evaporation rate of
water, i.e., towards the contact line for contact angles above 90° and towards the apex for contact angles
below 90° [7,33]. In contrast, e.g., in the case of a binary droplet consisting of water and ethanol, where
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the overall surface tension increases due to the predominant evaporation of ethanol, the typical Marangoni
effect is way more violent and chaotic [22,23]. Here, in particular, the axial symmetry of the droplet is usually
broken, leading to a complicated scenario of initially chaotic ﬂow driven by the solutal Marangoni effect and
followed by either thermal Marangoni ﬂow or the typical coffee-stain ﬂow, when almost only water is left
[29]. Remarkably, the presence of a strong Marangoni effect can also have a signiﬁcant inﬂuence on the
shape and wetting behavior of droplets [67,30]. Finally, the evaporation of mixture droplets can show a
variety of additional intriguing phenomena, e.g., multiple phase changes and microdroplet nucleation in
ternary droplets like ouzo [68,69], and phase segregation in binary droplets [31] or rather homogeneous
deposition patterns by an interplay of Marangoni ﬂow, surfactants and polymers [70].
Apart from surface tension gradients, i.e., in the interfacial forces, gradients in the mass density, i.e., in
the bulk force due to gravity, also can inﬂuence the ﬂow by natural convection. Mass density is a function of
temperature (like surface tension) and, the in case of multi-component drops, of the composition. So it is
possible to capture the thermal and solutal driven natural convection in evaporating droplets. However,
most of the studies on droplet evaporation have not considered the natural convection attributing to the
fact that natural convection occurs in large spatial dimensions and the small droplet, associated with the
small Bond number is dominated by surface tension effect over gravity. Recent studies by Edwards et al.
[26] and Li et al. [32], however, showed that under certain conditions, natural convection affects the
internal ﬂow and not Marangoni ﬂow. Edwards et al. [26] have found this even at the later stages of
water-ethanol droplets, which initially show a very intense chaotic Marangoni ﬂow. Diddens et al. [15]
have tried to study this effect in an evaporating binary droplet. A simpliﬁed quasi-stationary model based
on justiﬁed assumptions is developed that only requires three parameters, viz. the contact angle, the
Rayleigh, and the Marangoni number. Fig. 12 shows a schematic of the model implemented. Five
different ﬂow patterns were observed; however, limitations exist in this model. The inﬂuence of thermal
effects must be negligible as compared to solutal ones. Both the liquids must be miscible, and droplets
should not be too large so that the capillary and Bond numbers are small to make sure the spherical cap
shape is consistent throughout the evaporation process. The spatial variation in the composition should be
small and also the Reynolds number. The Marangoni number has to be positive, which means that the
evaporation leads to a decrease in the surface tension. Lastly, the inﬂuence of local composition change
should not be too strong on the vapor-liquid equilibrium.

Figure 12: Schematic of the numerical model considered by Diddens et al. [15]. For the composition in the
droplet, the ﬂow and the advection-diffusion equation are solved by considering the effect of gravity and the
composition-dependence of the liquid mass density, diffusivity, and dynamic viscosity. For the gas phase, a
diffusion-limited transport equation is used. At the interface, Raoult’s law is used to impose the vapor-liquid
equilibrium, mass transfer due to evaporation, and the Marangoni shear stress due to composition-dependent
surface tension are considered
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Over the last few years, studies show that the relative humidity of moist air also has a signiﬁcant effect
on droplet evaporation [71–74]. Fujita et al. [71] and Fukatani et al. [72] experimentally studied the impact of
relative humidity on heat transfer during evaporation of sessile droplets, and Girard et al. and Wu et al.
[73,74] carried numerical simulations. In many numerical or theoretical studies of droplet evaporation, a
vapor concentration diffusion model is used to simulate moist air neglecting the effect of moist air
convection on the evaporation of droplets [57,74–76]. Due to this, the droplet’s evaporation rates are
underestimated [77–79]. Zhang et al. [80] studied the impact of non-condensable gas on condensation
heat transfer. They have implemented a multi-component/multiphase (MCMP) lattice Boltzmann method
(LBM). A small amount of non-condensable gas is simulated for thermal and ﬂow behaviors of moisture
and gas separately, taking moist air natural convection into consideration. Guo et al. [81] attempted to
extend the MCMP LBM used by Zhang et al. [80] to simulate moist air in which vapor partial pressure is
small and partial air pressure is large. A schematic of the computational domain of 200  200 lattice
units is shown in Fig. 13. The initial diameter of the droplet is 80 lattice units (= 5.17 mm). The surface
thickness is 20 lattice units. The drop evaporates in saturated humid air, which is at a temperature of
0.85Tcr , where Tcr is the critical temperature. The length of the computational domain is ﬁve times the
droplet radius to take in to effect the air convection during droplet evaporation. The symmetrical
boundary condition is used at x ¼ 0 to save computational time, simulating only half the evaporation
space. Constant temperature and pressure are kept at boundaries of x ¼ 200 and y ¼ 200, respectively. By
altering the repulsive strength between the moisture component and gas component in thermodynamic
equilibrium, this extended MCMP LBM can simulate the effect of humid air over a wide range of relative
humidities (RH). The effect of ambient RH and effect of wall temperature on sessile droplet evaporation
are studied using this extended MCMP LBM. The evaporation ﬂux, interfacial temperature, and heat ﬂux
distribution at the solid surface due to the evaporative cooling effect, including the effects of wall
temperature on heat ﬂux distribution, are also investigated. The simulation results showing effects of wall
temperature and RH on droplet evaporation time agree qualitatively with the experimental data, indicating
that the extended MCMP LBM can simulate moist air effect over a large range of humidities pertaining
to problems on humidiﬁcation or dehumidiﬁcation.

Figure 13: An axisymmetric computational domain a sessile droplet in moist air [81]
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The numerical models developed in the recent years discussed above present a great challenge and
potential in modeling the complexity underlying multi-component droplet evaporation. The discussion in
this section indicates that a variety of numerical studies on sessile droplets are available in the literature,
including several review articles on pure droplets. Thus, our objective here is to summarize the numerical
work on pure droplets and those particularly on binary ﬂuids and give a perspective of the complex high
computational requirements involved as more and more considerations come into the picture.
5 Inﬂuence of Surface and Fluid Properties
In this section, we focus on the multi-component (binary) droplet evaporation and how the various
factors that inﬂuence the capillary and Marangoni effects compete and combine to drive the evaporating
ﬂuid along different evolutionary trajectories through its lifetime. As mentioned earlier, the wetting
behavior of the ﬂuid, substrate system, and other external factors (refer to Fig. 1) like temperature,
roughness, humidity, etc., all affect the end result. The ﬂuid components of the mixture may have similar
or different properties of surface tension, volatility, viscosity, boiling point, thermal diffusivity, and
diffusion coefﬁcient. Therefore, they interact differently with the substrate properties like surface
energies, roughness, wetting and spreading coefﬁcients, and hydrophobicity or hydrophilicity, resulting in
complex droplet evaporation dynamics. This section, therefore, includes the discussion on the evaporation
dynamics, the ﬂow and concentration ﬁeld, the thermal waves, and the deposition pattern of sessile
droplets composed of various mixtures of miscible ﬂuids. It is crucial to individually isolate the effect of
each of these parameters on the evaporation dynamics and the mass transfer rates and hence on end result
in order to successfully harness this knowledge for practical applications.
5.1 Contact Angle and Wetting
The pinning/depinning of the Triple-Phase Contact Lines (TPCL) and contact angle in an evaporating
droplet have a signiﬁcant role to play in the mass transfer and the droplet internal ﬂow. Picknett and Bexon, in
1977, have distinguished two modes of evaporation based on the behavior of the TPCL and the contact angle.
i) Constant Contact Radius (CCR) mode where the contact radius and thus contact area remains

constant throughout the evaporation process and
ii) Constant Contact Angle (CCA) mode, where the contact angle remains constant throughout the

evaporation process while the radius of the drop decreases with time [82].
The observations were made on an evaporating methyl acetoacetate drop placed on a Teﬂon
(polytetraﬂuoroethylene) substrate. It was also observed that a transition from one mode to another during
the evaporation changes the liquid drop shape. The TPCL moves in steps, maintaining CCR mode
(pinned phase) for a short time, and quickly moves into a new position. A Stick-slip (SS) mode [83,84]
of the TPCL is observed towards the last stage of evaporation, which is also the dominant mechanism.
Birdi et al. [85] have observed that for a liquid making a contact angle <90 with the substrate, the mass
and volume of drop decrease linearly with time, and when the contact angle >90 , the mass and volume
decrease is non-linear. Rowan et al. [86] considered a water drop evaporating in the open air on a
polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) polymer surface and observed the same evaporation pattern as Birdi
et al. [85]. The reason for the linear evaporation trend is explained graphically in CCR mode. All these
experiments were done on substrates (or surfaces) that are microscopically smooth. Meric et al. [87] have
developed a three-parameter spherical cap model that takes into account the three-dimensional shape of
the drop. This model gave a mode accurate linear ﬁt in the evaporation trend as compared to a twoparameter spherical cap model. Erbil et al. [88] found that the drying modes (rapid or slow) also affect
the CCR-CCA mode changing process. The CCR mode is usually found for the cases where the substrate
has high surface energy, with the liquid having a weak Marangoni number and the contact angle <90°
[88–90]. Several reasons can hamper the CCR mode. For example, the substrate temperature strongly
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affects the modes of evaporation [84]. In certain instances, the roughness of the surface increases the pinning
phase (i.e., CCR mode) of the drop [91]. The surface roughness changes the modes of evaporation. In a Wenzel
state, the contact line pins to the substrate, and in the case of a Cassie-Baxter state, it sticks-and-slips with time
[91] (refer to Fig. 14). CCA mode is predominant in cases of droplet evaporation on superhydrophobic
substrates. The drop evaporates in CCA mode till a certain critical height is reached post which a switch
between CCA-CCR modes is observed as the drop tries to minimize the Gibbs energy [92].

Figure 14: Schematic representation of (a) the Wenzel state and (b) the Cassie-Baxter state encountered by a
sessile droplet on a rough surface
With the addition of another component in the ﬂuid, as in the case of binary droplets, the prediction of
these modes gets more complicated. Gurrala et al. [27] have experimentally observed the wetting dynamics
of an ethanol-water (E 50% + W 50%) droplet on a cellulose acetate surface (roughness = 668 nm) at
different temperatures. It was observed that at the substrate temperature of 25°C the binary droplet shows
both CCR and CCA mode while pure droplets have exhibited a CCR mode for 80% of the droplet
lifetime. Fig. 15 shows the contour of the droplet over its normalized evaporation time t=te . At a substrate
temperature of 60°C the dynamics change totally; an initial spreading for up to t=te = 0.2 is observed,
followed by a combined CCR and CCA mode for the rest of its lifetime. This initial spreading is
attributed to the preferential evaporation of the more volatile ethanol from the TPCL. As most of the
ethanol evaporates the droplet changes to a CCR mode and CCA later. This study shows how the effect
of concentration and substrate can completely change the wetting dynamics of a droplet.

Figure 15: Wetting modes of 50% ethanol-water binary droplet at two different substrate temperatures
(25°C & 60°C). Reproduced with permission from Gurrala et al. [27]
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He et al. [93] reported the effect of micro-patterned surfaces on the wetting dynamics of water-ethanol
droplets. Experiments were carried out with varying ethanol concentrations on a squared-pillared Teﬂon
substrate (50 lm  50 lm with a pattern spacing of 100 lm) at 40°C. Figs. 16a and 16b show the
contact angle variation with time for a binary droplet on a normal substrate and patterned-substrate,
respectively. It can be observed that the presence of substrate-pattern leads to a change in the wetting
mode during evaporation from CCR-CCA-mixture mode (see Fig. 16a) to CCR-mix mode (see Fig. 16b).
Another study by Yu et al. [94] shows the impact of substrate-pattern on the evaporation of ethanol-water
droplet, and the interplay between droplet composition and substrate pattern was studied. They found that
at 50% ethanol concentration, the drop changes from the CCA mode (which exists for 0 and 25%
ethanol) to the CCR-CCA-mixture mode. The pillar spacing (varied between 5 lm to 50 lm) also
changes the dynamics at this concentration.

Figure 16: Variation of contact angle with normalized time for a water-ethanol droplet of varying
concentration on (a) normal substrate (b) patterned substrate [93]
It is evident that the binary components have a deﬁnite impact on the wettability, and with elevated
substrate temperatures, the dynamics get even interesting. Added to this, Katre et al. [14] have
investigated the dynamics of the ethanol-water binary droplet at different temperatures on an inclined
plate. It was found that as the substrate temperature increases, the critical angle of inclination, i.e., the
angle of the substrate at which the drop tends to slide, increases. Fig. 17 shows the droplet contour
evolution for different substrate temperatures. It can be observed from (a) and (b) that the advancing side
of the droplet is pinned at low substrate temperatures but very slowly tends to migrate at higher
temperatures, as shown in (c) and (d). Hence the substrate inclination and temperature are vital in the
contact line dynamics.
5.2 Convection & Thermal Patterns
Droplets formed by water-rich binary mixtures such as alcohol and water have been extensively studied
in the last decade [17,18,20]. The experimental observations of velocity ﬁelds (spatial and temporal) in
droplets of pure water and ethanol-water binary mixture evaporating on a glass substrate were compared
and reported by Hamamoto et al. [95]. The velocity ﬁeld in the drop was correlated with the mapped
surface temperature of the drop and variation in the drop proﬁle. The preferential evaporation of ethanol
from the ethanol-water mixture led to concentration gradients and the formation of multiple vortices,
which could not be explained by considering only capillary convection. Complete depletion of ethanol
from the apex of the droplet is observed, followed by an exponential decline in vorticity. Due to this, the
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apex and the contact line of the droplet had different concentrations of ethanol, which resulted in the
development of a large toroidal vortex. The last stage of evaporation showed radially outward ﬂow to the
contact line. The ﬂow measurements and evaporative ﬂux of the third stage matched with that of pure
water, implying complete evaporation of ethanol at this stage. Solutal Marangoni driven vortices due to
concentration variation as a result of ethanol evaporation were also reported by Christy et al. [22] and
Bennacer et al. [23].

Figure 17: Droplet contour evolution at substrate temperatures (Ts ) of (a, b, c, d) 40°C, 50°C, 60°C and
70°C at their respective critical angle of inclination a = 37, 40, 43 and 45 degrees. The arrow in ﬁgure
(b) shows the direction of droplet movement. “A” represents the advancing side of the droplet [14]
Fig. 18 shows an OCT cross-section image (time-averaged) of sessile and pendant drops of ethanolwater and water-n-butanol composition [26]. The ﬁgure shows the effect of gravity in Stage II
(convection) ﬂow as mentioned earlier; as the droplet is inverted (a to b for ethanol-water & c to d for
water-n-butanol), the ﬂow direction is reversed, indicating a strong effect of gravity on the ﬂow. In the
case of the ethanol-water droplet, as the ethanol evaporates at the interface, a water-rich layer is
formed around the droplet, which is denser than the bulk region. This layer, due to gravity force, falls,
and therefore the ﬂow is from the apex towards the contact line. In water-n-butanol, the ﬂow is
opposite due to evaporation of water ﬁrst creating a low-density region at the interface than in bulk.
This causes the ﬂow to go from the contact line to the apex. Similar behavior is also observed in the
numerical work of Diddens et al. [15]. Fig. 19 shows the ﬂow pattern (streamlines) of a 1 lL glycerolwater droplet; however, even though water evaporates preferentially at the apex, as glycerol is heavier
than water, the ﬂow is from the apex to the contact line. This is similar to the ethanol-water case
discussed previously. There is, however, a Marangoni ﬂow reversal (refer to Fig. 19b), which is due to
enhanced water replenishment by diffusion at the apex, which compensates for the small difference in
the evaporation rates at the top and near the contact line. This water replenishment is a result of the
natural convection vortex. Thus a Marangoni reversal is also possible if strong natural convection
exists. In Figs. 19c and 19d, it can be seen that the Marangoni ﬂow dominates the natural convection
as the contact angle falls below 90° and water evaporated preferentially from the contact line leading
to a drop in the natural convection.
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Figure 18: Time-averaged OCT cross-section images of sessile (left) and pendant (right) 2 lL droplets at
30 s of evaporation in Stage II: (a,b) ethanol-water; (c,d) water-n-butanol. White arrows represent the
ﬂow direction observed. The colored arrows represent the ﬂow direction expected due to the solutal
Marangoni-Rayleigh driven effects. Plus and minus signs indicate the expected difference in density (q)
or surface tension (c) with respect to the bulk. Reproduced with permission from Edwards et al. [26]
As mentioned earlier, several researchers have used infrared visualization techniques to study thermal
patterns. Considerable literature already exists on single-component (pure ﬂuid) droplets, but IR
visualization in multi-component droplets still has a lot of potential. To the best of our knowledge, IR
visualization on multi-component droplets is still qualitatively analyzed and not quantitatively in terms of
the surface temperature. Chen et al. [25] have reported that the color difference of convection cells is due
to the difference in emissivity of different substances and does not indicate the temperature difference.
The analysis was used to understand the point where complete evaporation of butanol took place (leaving
just water), which is the point where all thermal waves disappeared. Sáenz et al. [66] have studied the
evaporation of non-spherical droplets and found that in binary mixtures, the interfacial turbulence always
tends towards the contact line. In the case of spherical drops, no preferential location is identiﬁed, but in
non-spherical drops, the interfacial turbulence always moved towards the region of lowest curvature.
Fig. 20 shows the evaporation of ethanol-water droplets (E 25% + W 75%) of the same volume in
different shapes. The shapes are such that the perimeter is the same for all. The red dots indicate the
interfacial turbulence region, which is proportional to the ethanol concentration, i.e., the more the ethanol
concentration, the more the turbulence. The area of this turbulence, in all cases, tended towards the
region adjacent to the contact line. In spherical drops, no preferred location of turbulence is observed
around the perimeter of the drop, but in non-spherical drops, the geometry decided the region of
interfacial turbulence. It can be seen that for a drop with an elliptical shape where both curvatures are
positive, the preferred region is either of the two ends on the short axis (Fig. 20b). In a triangular-shaped
drop where the curvature is large at the corners and zero everywhere else, the preferred region is any one
of the three sides (Fig. 20c). For a shape like a kidney where there is positive and negative curvature
(dimple), the preferred region is the one with negative curvature, i.e., the dimple.
Mamalis et al. [24] have studied the thermal patterns for a 5% butanol and 95% water mixture. The
thermal patterns showed darker curved bands directed radially towards the droplet center. The intensity of
patterns is higher initially due to the higher temperature difference between the droplet surface and
substrate. The patterns are radial and concentric in nature. Katre et al. [14] have studied thermal patterns
for ethanol 20%-water 80% (E 20% + W 80%) binary droplet on an inclined plate at different
temperatures. Fig. 21 shows the thermal pattern of the droplet at different normalized times and different
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substrate temperatures. It is evident that the intensity of convection due to thermo-solutal effects increases as
the substrate temperature increases. It can also be observed that the evaporation is dominant on the receding
side of the droplet. This is due to water, being heavy, moves to the advancing side under the inﬂuence of
gravity, and the thermo-solutal Marangoni force drives ethanol towards the receding side. Ethanol, being
more volatile, evaporates faster, causing preferential evaporation on the receding side. For substrate
temperatures above 50°C, two unique cold regions are observed, which kept oscillating on the advancing
side. The duration of oscillation increases with the increasing value of substrate temperature.

Figure 19: Simulation results of a 1 lL glycerol-water droplet evaporation process showing rich ﬂow
patterns. The gas-phase represents the water vapor mass fraction, whereas the glycerol mass fraction and
the velocity magnitude are shown inside the droplet on the left and right sides, respectively. (a) Initially,
both Marangoni and Rayleigh convection support the ﬂow from the apex of the drop to the contact line.
(b) A counter-rotating vortex (in black lines) emerges close to the interface due to the Marangoni effect
(although the contact angle is still above h > 90 ); the bulk ﬂow (in white) is still driven by natural
convection. (c) The Marangoni-driven vortex grows due to the increased evaporation rate at the contact
line for h < 90, and (d) the vortex driven by natural convection disappears. Reproduced with permission
from Diddens et al. [15]
5.3 Effect of Substrate Temperature/Phase Change
Parsa et al. [96] investigated how the substrate temperature affects the evaporation of water and
1-butanol mixture consisting of Copper Oxide nanoparticles on a silicon substrate. Substrate temperatures
of 47, 64, 81, and 99 C were considered. Butanol being a “self-rewetting” ﬂuid, exhibits inverse
Marangoni effect [97]. Therefore, the deposition patterns varied as the substrate temperature gets higher.
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At 47 and 64 C, the ﬂow was characterized as vigorous and chaotic, followed by capillary ﬂow outwards,
which landed the nanoparticles at the edge after traveling towards the triple line. As the difference in
temperature of the drop apex and substrate increases, the thermal Marangoni effect became dominant
over the capillary effect, and this led to nanoparticles moving radially to the top surface of the droplet,
forming a ring-like cluster. With the decreasing height of the droplet due to further drying, the ring-like
formation descended towards the substrate. Towards the ﬁnal stage of evaporation, this cluster of
nanoparticles moves to the depinned triple line forming a second ring. An energy barrier is formed by the
nanoparticles preventing the droplet from depinning [98]. As the shape of the droplet keeps changing,
generating excess free energy, which, when overcome the energy barrier created by the nanoparticles,
causes the drop to depin [99]. As the evaporation rate increases with increasing substrate temperature,
more nanoparticles settle at the triple line. Since the excess free energy increases with the increasing
nanoparticle concentration, the TPCL tends more towards depinning as the excess free energy can be
equal to the energy barrier formed by the nanoparticles.

Figure 20: Infrared images (top view) of evaporating binary-mixture drops (25% ethanol and 75% distilled
water by volume) with different shapes. Figures show the ethanol depletion occurring and maximum
turbulence regions (minimum curvature) indicated by red dots. In all cases, the initial volume is
V = 7 lL. Reproduced with permission from Sáenz et al. [66]
Parsa et al. [100] reported that at higher evaporation rates, the nanoparticle velocity is enhanced, causing
faster movement towards depinned TPCL that resulted in the formation of a larger secondary ring.
Accordingly, the temperature of the substrate was noted to be directly proportional to the size of the
second ring. At substrate temperatures of 81 and 99°C, which are relatively higher, the ﬂow transitioned
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from being chaotic initially to regular and slow, characterized by two distinctive counter-rotating vortices. At
this temperature, the inverse Marangoni effect of butanol becomes active, thereby increasing the surface
tension at the TPCL, which is at a higher temperature than the apex. Thus thermal Marangoni ﬂow is
generated along the air-droplet interface starting from apex to the triple point contact line. A Stick-Slip
pattern was observed at 81 and 99°C due to the competing inverse Marangoni and capillary convection
[101]. At 99°C substrate temperature, the ring-like structure did not deposit on the substrate to form a
secondary ring due to the stick-slip pinning and depinning of the triple line.

Figure 21: Thermal patterns on a 20% ethanol and 80% water droplet at various substrate temperatures and
respective inclination angle a, as mentioned in the caption of Fig. 17 [14]
6 Summary and Future Scope
The study of the wetting and evaporation dynamics of sessile droplets has gained considerable attention
because of its relevance in many practical applications ranging from industrial to biological systems. A pure
ﬂuid drop in itself exhibits many complicated phenomena that can affect droplet physics, such as wetting
dynamics, evaporation, internal ﬂow, thermal patterns, and deposition patterns. The dynamics of a binary
ﬂuid drop becomes even richer due to the difference between the ﬂuid properties of the components of
the binary mixtures. In many practical applications, binary mixtures are used, such as combustion, ink-jet
printing, drug delivery, automatic ﬂuidic system assembly, and nanostructure fabrication. Fuel mixtures
have been considered by many researchers as alternative fuels, particularly for space applications, and
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this has been an evolving subject of current research. Several parameters, such as ambient conditions
(temperature, humidity, etc.), substrate properties, compositions of the mixture affect the evaporation and
wetting dynamics of a sessile droplet. At elevated temperatures, the resultant Marangoni ﬂow inside the
droplet and the competition between the evaporation rates of the binary mixtures lead to a nonlinear
effect during the evaporation. Much interesting physics and the associated experimental and numerical
techniques used to study the evaporation of binary sessile droplets are discussed in this article. Semiempirical models that take into account the diffusion, convection, passive transport, and Stefan ﬂow
contributions to the total evaporation ﬂux are able to adequately predict the binary droplet evaporation
rates and lifetimes. The variations of the physical parameters, such as droplet height, wetting radius,
evaporation rates, and lifetimes of the droplets, including the ﬂow and temperature ﬁelds, have been
investigated. Although many investigations have considered pure (single-component) droplets, the
evaporation of binary droplets have received far less attention. Particularly, very few studies have
considered PIV and infrared imaging to examine the evaporation of binary ﬂuids due to the difﬁculties
associated with the opacity of binary ﬂuids. It is also difﬁcult to perform numerical simulations for binary
droplets. Newer experimental methods to track the concentration of one component [28] using refractive
index are being employed, but the process is tedious, providing more scope for alternate methods. For
observing the ﬂow ﬁeld, PIV methods are limited to 2D visualization. New methods like FD-OCT used
by Edwards et al. [26] enable the 3D ﬁeld of view and provides better ﬂow visualization, which may lead
to more interesting insights. The theoretical work, on the other hand, is mostly backed by experimental
evidence as certain parameters can be controlled (for example, relative humidity), thereby allowing to
simplify the models. However, a generalized theoretical model for any binary sessile droplet needs
extensive experimental data by studying different types of ﬂuids (for example, self-rewetting ﬂuids) and
substrates. Moreover, the evaporation dynamics of a sessile binary droplet on curved substrates can be
expected to be very different from that on the horizontal substrates and has not been considered to the
best of our knowledge. The impact of binary droplet dynamics on nanoparticle deposition patterns in the
case of binary nano-ﬂuid droplets is also an exciting but less studied area of research. This review article
is geared towards exploring state-of-the-art techniques and provides a future direction in this area.
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